Happy Monday! 11/13/17

DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write down your homework for tonight
3. Get Religious Landmarks (#14) from the computer cart
4. MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR DEVICE!!

WARM-UP

1. What is the sacred scripture recording laws and events in Jewish history?
Happy Tuesday! 11/14/17

DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write down your homework for tonight
3. Get out Religious Landmarks (#14) from yesterday
4. MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR DEVICE!!

WARM-UP

1. When did Christianity originate from Judaism?
Happy Wednesday! 11/15/17

DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write down your homework for tonight
3. MAKE SURE YOUR NOTEBOOK IS UP-TO-DATE/IN ORDER!!

WARM-UP

1. What is Animism?
After your quiz.....

1. Make sure your name is on it and you answered all the questions
2. Turn it into the tray
3. Work on any missing work you may have for Social Studies
4. No missing work? Work on something else for another class
5. No talking please :)
Happy Thursday! 11/16/17

DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write down your homework for tonight
3. MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR DEVICE!!

WARM-UP

1. What fact about one of the religions we have studied did you find to be the most interesting?
DIRECTIONS

1. Come in QUIETLY and make sure you have ALL of your materials
2. Write down your homework for tonight

WARM-UP - TURN IN YOUR WARM-UPs TO THE TRAY

1. STUDYYYYYYY!!!!!!
After your test….

1. Make sure your name is on it and you answered all of the questions
2. Turn in your bubble sheet and test to the tray DO NOT STAPLE THEM
3. Read or work on something from another class
4. No talking please:)